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It is well known that the completion by cuts of a modular lattice
is not necessarily modular ([1], p. 127, Example 9). But the following
question was open ([2], p. 55, Problem 4)" Is the completion by cuts
o an M-symmetric lattice M-symmetric? In this paper we will give
a negative answer to this question by constructing an atomistic M-
symmetric lattice whose completion by cuts is not M-symmetric.

Let E be an infinite set and let A,B, C,D be mutually disjoint
subsets o E which are all infinite. We take a sequence o subsets {C}
of C which satisfies the following two conditions"

(1) C=CoCC... and (-’1C= (empty).

(2) For every n--l, 2,..., the set C_-C is infinite.
Moreover, we take a sequence of subsets {D} of D satisfying the same
conditions, and we put An=A U Cn and Bn--B Dn. We denote by F
the amily of all finite subsets of E, and we put

L={E, AnUF, BnUF, F; ln,FeF}.
Proposition 1. L forms an atom@tic M-symmetric lattice, ordered

by set-inclusion.
Proof. It is evident that if X, Y e L then their intersection X f Y

belongs to L. Hence, the meet XA Y exists nd equals to X ( Y. If

X--A UF and Y=B UF (F, F. e F), then since E is the only upper
bound of {X, Y} in L, the join XVY is E. Hence, XVY exists for
every X, Y e L and it holds that

XVY_fXU Y if XU YeL(3)
if XUYeL.

Thus, L is a lattice and evidently it is atomistic. Next, we shall show
that

(4) (X, Y)M in L if and only if X U Y e L.
((X, Y)M means that the pair (X, Y) is modular. See [2], (1.1).) If
X=E, Y=/=E and XU Y e L, then for any X1, Y1 e L with XGX and

Y Y we have X U Y e L. Hence, if Y_<__ Y in L, then
(Y, VX)/X Y (Y U X) Y Y Y U (X f Y)= Y1V(X/ Y).

Hence, (X, Y)M. To prove the converse, it suffices to show that if

X--AUF,, Y--BUF. then the pairs (X, Y) and (Y, X) are not
modular. Put Y=B+. Then YK=Y, and since YVX=E by (3) we


